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From President’s Desk

“
“

Demonetization has resulted in larger revenues to the
exchequer, consequently increases public spending, which
in turn would boost the economy. This also led to increase

in bank deposits, lower borrowing rates giving a boost to
investments and further strengthening the economic development
of our country. FTAPCCI supports this move and complements it
for its continuous and comprehensive measures to deal with the
issue of black money in the country.  However, it should have
been planned in a proper way, without causing inconvenience to
the people of our country.   Industries are suffering because of
lack of proper planning, intelligence and foresight such as
recalibration of ATM machines.  There was a need to pile up enough
currency of other denomination notes in the market before taking
this step.  The Government and RBI need to take adequate
measures to ensure the transition happens smoothly. We appeal to
all sections of society to support this initiative and help India’s
economy gain strength by addressing the menace of black money
and illicit transactions.

The sudden decline in money supply and simultaneous increase in
bank deposits has adversely impacted the consumption demand
in the economy.  This has coupled the adverse impact on real estate
and informal sectors leading to lowering the GDP growth.  Despite
banks filled with huge deposits following demonetization, a very
high level of non-performing assets and reducing appetite for more
loans from the over-leveraged industry would come in the way of
increased bank lending despite bond yields falling even below the
policy interest rates.  The Government and RBI need to take
required steps for arresting the incidence of fresh NPAs as well as
creating legal and regulatory environment to facilitate the recovery
of existing NPAs of banks.

The demonetization has made GST a “double whammy” for States.
It has slowed down the economy and States are losing more money
sooner than planned.  Under the GST, which will replace all the
existing Central and State taxes, the Centre will have to compensate
States for the revenue deficit accrued over a period of five years.
It is a matter of great concern to the Govt. and there is an urgent
need to contact States to collate concerns about how their revenue
is being affected, so as to ensure that GST is being rolled out from
April 1, 2017.

The election of Mr. Donald Trump as President of USA and new
Consul General at Hyderabad comes at a time when relations

Demonetization of
currency is an
extremely bold

move initiated by
the Govt., as it will

have a major
impact in reducing

the parallel
economy and
moving the

informal economy
into the main

stream.
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between India and the USA are witnessing a paradigm
shift marked by significant convergence on strategic
perspectives and enhanced economic engagement.
FTAPCCI is confident that our bilateral ties and
economic cooperation will have higher trajectories of
growth. FTAPCCI has always been at the forefront
to develop close and friendly ties with the United States
and we expect that there will be substantial progress
in all aspects of bilateral cooperation.

FTAPCCI welcomes and supports the constitution of
Task Force to study and suggest the policy/
infrastructure measures for the enforcement of cashless
economy in Telangana.  The bankers also need to
assess their requirement of infrastructure and logistic
support for the implementation of cashless economy.
This is a healthy move towards ‘cashless economy’
that will not only help curb the ‘black money’ but also
ultimately help in lowering of tax rates and widening of
tax brackets.  Members are therefore requested to
forward their suggestions at the earliest to the
FTAPCCI, for submission to the Govt.

FTAPCCI conducted a Round Table Meet at
Vijayawada on Investment Opportunities in Andhra
Pradesh aimed at creating awareness among trade
promoters of various countries and Consul Generals
on the initiatives taken by the AP Government in
promoting investments and showcasing sectoral
opportunities. Consul Generals/representatives of
Trade Consulates of Netherlands, Thailand, Australia,
Russia, Indonesia, Bulgaria, United Kingdom, Malaysia
have participated in the event.  It was felt that the
governments of both the countries and the private
sector need to collaborate on trade and commercial
issues of mutual interest with a view to facilitate trade
and investment opportunities across various sectors.

We are delighted to inform you that Shri Pranab
Mukherjee, Hon’ble President of India, has kindly
consented to address the members of FTAPCCI on
23rd December, 2016.  To make it a memorable,
FTAPCCI has decided to celebrate it as an Annual
Day of FTAPCCI.  The Centenary Year began with a
bang when the Hon’ble Governor flagged off our
Celebrations on 4th July 2016.

FTAPCCI has been playing a vital role in promoting
two States and is actively participating in the committee

meetings happening not only in Hyderabad but also in
Vijayawada.

I welcome your suggestions and feedback on the
articles more particularly on the events/activities that
we should plan and also invite your ideas which may
help the FTAPCCI members, for their growth and
development.

Let us make this centenary year as a memorable and
eventful year.

“

“

Ravindra Modi

Shri Pranab Mukherjee, 
Hon’ble President of India,
to address the members of

FTAPCCI
on 23rd December, 2016.
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APPEAL TO ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE FEDERATION

Support for the Centenary Celebrations

Ravindra Modi
President

Gowra Srinivas
Sr Vice President

Arun Luharuka
Vice President

Ravindra Modi
President

The Hon'ble President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee, has kindly consented to be the Chief Guest
in our Centenary Celebrations on 23rd December.

We, at FTAPCCI, shall cherish the moment and celebrate it every year as the Annual Day. We look
forward to your active participation in FTAPCCI's Annual Day and all other upcoming programs in
the Centenary Year. Communications regarding the upcoming events will be sent to your mailbox and
also shared on the website.

I request to you to help commemorate and celebrate FTAPCCI's Centenary Year in a befitting man-
ner by making a voluntary contribution of an amount equivalent to one year's membership subscrip-
tion (or more) towards Centenary Celebrations. Those who wish to contribute more generously are
urged to do so. Contributions can be made either in cash or through cheque/demand draft drawn in
favour of 'FTAPCCI”. The contributions will be thankfully acknowledged.

Your unstinting support over the years has helped us in all our efforts towards the betterment of
Trade, Commerce and Industry. Today, FTAPCCI is one of the most respected – and perhaps one
of the largest – chambers of commerce in the country. We have also started building strong linkages
with academia to emerge a Knowledge Chamber and live upto our promise of “SHATHAK
SHATHAK PRAGATI”.

As you are aware, FTAPCCI's Centenary Celebrations were flagged off on July 4, 2016, by the
Hon'ble Governor of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh Shri E.S.L. Narasimhan. We also look forward
to events graced by the Chief Ministers of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.

Details will be shared with you on our website (www.ftapcci.com) and our official facebook page
(https://www.facebook.com/FTAPCCI/). Don't forget to "like" our Facebook page - that way you
will get automatic updates on FTAPCCI.

Looking forward to your support and active participation as we celebrate FTAPCCI's Centenary
Year in a grand manner.
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Banks, FIs sanction 1.08 L cr for renewables:

Banks and financial institutions (FIs) have sanctioned
funding of Rs.1.08 lakh crore for renewable energy
(RE) capacities of 42.71 gigawatt (Gw) since February
2015. Banks and FIs have committed total funding of
Rs. 3.82 lakh crore for 76.35 Gw of RE capacities in
the country. The fund will be operationalised after
completion of required approvals and clearances, said
New & Renewable Energy Minister Piyush Goyal.

SOURCE: Business Standard, 25.11.16

Power-sharing dispute: Telangana government
plans to approach centre:

The dispute over sharing of electricity between
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh is getting murkier.
Denied power at a reasonable rate from AP, Telangana
Transco is planning to take the matter to the notice of
the Central Electricity Authority and Central Electricity
Regulatory Commission. Earlier this year, when
Telangana sought 300 MW of power from Andhra
Pradesh to tide over severe shortages, the AP Genco
asked its counterpart to pay Rs 5.35 per unit when other
private generators were ready to supply power at Rs
4.63 per unit as the pooled cost (average cost of power
from different sources including share in central
stations) is much lower at Rs 4.54, AP  Telangana
pointed out that the AP Reorganization Act, 2014 states
that in case of either state becoming power surplus,
this state should give a first buy option to other state.

 AP also stopped supplying power generated from Hydel
stations resulting in a huge deficit in Telangana. As per
the power sharing formula decided by the Centre, AP
is to get 46.11 per cent and Telangana 53.89 per cent
from the total power generated in the two states. They
should also share the cost of generation accordingly.
With only 400 MW of thermal power coming to
Telangana from AP, Telangana says it has decided to
expose the ‘double standards’ adopted by its neighbour
state regarding the power supply. Telangana hopes that
if the CEA directs AP to follow the provisions in the
Act, then Telangana will stand to gain if it needs to
augment its supplies further when required.

SOURCE: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/hyderabad/
Power-sharing-dispute-T-govt-plans-to-approach-centre/

articleshow/55484132.cms

Renewable energy ministry eases norms for entry
in wind power sector :

In an effort to encourage more wind turbines
manufacturers to enter the Indian market, the Ministry
of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) has done
away with a crucial committee which used to approve
turbine models before these could be sold. 

Henceforth, turbine makers will need to only provide
details of their products online to the MNRE to obtain
the necessary certification to sell, and if the products
satisfy the specifications, they will automatically be
included in the ministry’s Revised List of Models and
Manufacturers (RLMM). This is a welcome step by
the MNRE to remove non-tariff barriers and reduce
the delays manufacturers faced in getting certification
according to the wind energy developers. 

SOURCE : http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/
55609848.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium

=text&utm_campaign=cppst

MNRE amends Grid Connected Rooftop & Small
Solar Power Plants Programme:

The MNRE vide its notification dated 2nd September
2016 has issued the 2nd amendment to the guidelines
for grid connected rooftop & small solar power plants
programme. MNRE’s vide its notification dated 04th
March 2016 excluded commercial and industrial
establishments in the private sector from claiming
central financial assistance (CFA). In order to provide
further clarity in this regard, the current amendment
defines that the ‘Private commercial and industrial
sector’ shall include:

* Companies registered under the Company Act
1956 / 2013 other than registered under Section
25/8;

* Company / firms registered with central/state
government authority (SIDC, DIC);

* Company registered under Limited Liability
Partnership (LLPs) Act 2008;

* Partnership firm registered under Partnership Act
1932;

* Shops and establishment Act;

* Multi-state cooperative society Act;

* SSI (Small Scale Industries);
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* Proprietorship Firms.

Further, the words ‘Not for Profit’ have been deleted in
the Institutional and Social Sector and organizations /
institutions registered under the Societies Registration
Act 1860 and the Indian Trust Act 1882 has also been
included for CFA subsidy as per the new amendment.

Earlier, only not-for-profit registered organizations in
the institutional and social sectors were eligible for
claiming CFA. This restricted a number of institutions
including health institutions, educational institutions,
community centers, trusts, etc. from availing subsidy
benefits thereby impacting promotion of solar rooftop
sector. Hence, the current move to remove the ‘Non-
for-profit’ barrier is expected to promote the adoption
of solar rooftop at a large scale in the coming future.

Source: indianpowersector.com 3rd November, 2016

Govt. to launch clean energy equity fund of up to
$2 billion:

The government and three state-run firms will jointly
set up an equity fund of up to $2 billion for renewable
energy companies to tap into to help New Delhi meet
its clean energy goals, two government sources said.

Private and public companies will be able to dip into an
initial amount of more than $1 billion starting next fiscal
year, said the sources with direct knowledge of the
decision taken after a meeting of government officials
more than a month ago. India’s government hopes the
Clean Energy Equity Fund (CEEF) will attract pension
and insurance funds from Canada and Europe. Around
$600 million of the initial pool will come from the
National Investment and Infrastructure Fund, under the
finance ministry, and the rest from state entities NTPC
Ltd, Rural Electrification Corp and the Indian
Renewable Energy Development Agency, according
to one of the sources. Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has set a target of raising renewable energy target to
175 gigawatts by 2022, more than five times current
usage, as part of the fight against climate change by
the world’s third-biggest greenhouse gas emitter and
to supply power to all of the country’s 1.3 billion people.

The government reckons loans are not a problem but
providing equity to investors may be difficult due to
uncertainties over returns, one of the sources said. As
we expand our clean energy capacity, there may be a
shortage of equity next year. Private equity is seen as
risky in India but if the government itself creates a fund,
that gives a lot of confidence

SOURCE: http://www.businesstoday.in/sectors/energy/govt-to-

launch-clean-energy-equity-fund/story/239184.html

India’s solar power generation capacity at 8.7 GW:
Piyush Goyal:

Addition of 1,964.76 MW in the first seven months of
the current fiscal has taken the total solar power
generation capacity in the country to 8,727.62 MW.
As on October 31, 2016, Solar Energy Projects with
an aggregate
capacity of over
8727.62 MW
have been
installed in the
country as per the
Ministry of New
and Renewable
Energy.  During
last fiscal,
3,018.88 MW of solar power generation capacity was
added in the country. 

At present, small hydro projects of up to 25 MW are
considered as renewable energy and are eligible for
various incentives under different schemes of the
government. 

SOURCE: http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/
55477171.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium

=text&utm_campaign=cppst

Four major world cities pledge to eliminate diesel
vehicles

Mexico City has joined with Paris, Madrid and Athens
in committing to eliminating diesel vehicles from their
cities by 2025.

The agreement was announced at the C40 Mayors
Summit in Mexico’s capital late Thursday. A statement
said the commitment would reduce air pollution and
related health issues in those cities, while also helping
cities meet climate goals.

“It’s a worldwide public health concern,” Paris
Mayor Anne Hidalgo said Friday.

Removing diesel from Paris streets was a goal she set
when she took office in 2014. She cited Tokyo as an
example already well on its way.

It is a major reversal in France where more than 20
years ago the government had selected diesel as the
future of urban mobility and supported it, Hidalgo said.

Now, recognizing that the tiny particles emitted by
diesel-burning vehicles cause severe health problems,
Hidalgo said governments must once again steer
manufacturers to meet their needs.
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Farmers told not to prolong cotton crop:

The Agriculture department in Adilabad warned cotton
farmers against prolonging the Bt cotton beyond
December as it would provide scope for pestilence.
The department released a series of dos and don’ts
through a press release in the wake of severe attack
by pink bollworm on cotton in the district.

The Joint Director, Agriculture, V. Asha Kumari asked
farmers to go in for alternate crops to control pest
attacks in future. She asked them to use pheromone
traps to monitor the intensity of the attack regularly. In
summer, farmers need to plough deeply as part of land
preparation to effectively kill the larvae in the soil. She
also asked farmers not store cotton near ginning mills.

SOURCE: http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/telangana/

Farmers-told-not-to-prolong-cotton-crop/article16696336.ece

Demonetization hits services, PMI shrinks after
16 months 

Ending a 16 month sequence of expansion, India’s
services activity contracted in November, pulled down
by the government’s demonetisation drive. 

Ending a 16 month sequence of expansion, India’s
services activity contracted in November, pulled down
by the government’s demonetisation drive. 

“The latest set of gloomy PMI figures for the Indian
service sector shows that companies were heavily
impacted by the 500 and 1,000 rupee notes ban. Cash
shortages resulted in fewer new business intakes, which
in turn caused a fall in activity and ended a 16-month
sequence of expansion ,” said Pollyanna De Lima,
Economist at Markit and author of the report. 

Data released by the same agency last week had shown
slowing manufacturing production growth due to cash
shortages. 

Overall, the seasonally adjusted Nikkei India Composite
PMI Output Index dipped from October’s 45-month
high of 55.4 to 49.1 in November, thereby pointing to a
slight contraction in private sector activity overall. 

The disruption is expected to be short-lived, however,
with many panelists anticipating a pick-up in activity as
these high-value banknotes are replaced and black-
market firms end their operations. In fact, business
confidence improved to a three-month high,” De Lima
added. 

In light of these numbers, De Lima expects a cut in
interest rates from the Reserve Bank of India Governor
Urjit Patel chaired Monetary Policy Committee which
had cut interest rates 0.25% in October and is scheduled
for December 7. 

It is expected that RBI could cut key policy rate by up
to 50 basis points, or 0.5 percentage point. 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/
55805436.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=t

ext&utm_campaign=cppst

No tax on inherited jewels or bought from
‘disclosed income’

The Centre has not introduced any specific provision
in the recently introduced Taxation Laws Bill to cover
“household jewellery”, the Finance Ministry said on
Thursday.Fears over jewellery with households
acquired out of disclosed sources or exempted income
shall become taxable under the proposed amendment
is “totally unfounded and baseless”, an official release
said.The Ministry is clarified that the jewellery/gold
purchased out of disclosed income or out of exempted
income like agricultural income or out of reasonable
household savings or legally inherited which has been
acquired out of explained sources is neither chargeable
to tax under the existing provisions nor under the
proposed amended provisions.

http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/todays-paper/tp-news/
no-tax-on-inherited-jewels-or-bought-from-disclosed-income/

article9405221.ece

at FTAPCCI Every Tuesday from
14.00 hrs to 16.00 hrs.

Sri M.S. Nagarajababa, has been appointed by
SIDBI to act as  knowledge partner for the

Credit Advisory Centre of SIDBI.

Members are requested to avail the advisory
services of  Sri M.S. Nagarajababa

Mobile: 9440229229,
e-mail: nagarajababa_ms@yahoo.com.

SIDBI CREDIT
Advisory Services
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LEGAL
DIGEST

Retired judges to wield the gavel again:

The Union government has agreed to a resolution
passed by the judiciary in the Chief Justices and Chief
Ministers Annual Conference in 2016 to use the services
of retired High Court judges with proven integrity and
track record to tackle pendency of cases. The provision
to use the services of retired judges is open to the Chief
Justices of High Courts under Article 224A of the
Constitution with the previous consent of the President
as an extraordinary measure to tide over case pile-ups.

 ‘Five plus zero’ initiative

‘Five plus zero’ is an initiative by which cases pending
over five years are taken up on priority basis and their
numbers are brought down to zero.

The pendency of cases in the High Court has been
stagnant for over three years; 43 per cent of the
pendency is of cases of over five years; concentration
of ‘five years plus’ cases in a few High Courts; and
stagnant pendency figures of five years plus cases (33.5
per cent in 2015) in district courts. As on June 30 while
the total sanctioned strength was 21,303, the subordinate
courts were functioning with 16,192 judicial officers
— a shortage of 5,111. The 24 High Courts face a
shortage of nearly 450 judges. Nearly three crore cases
are pending in courts across India.

Hence, accordingly, it was resolved that all High Courts
shall assign top-most priority for disposal of cases which
are pending for more than five years. In High Courts,
where arrears of cases pending for more than five years
are concentrated shall facilitate their disposal in a
“mission mode.” The High Courts shall progressively
thereafter set a target of disposing of cases pending
for more than four years.

Source: The Hindu, dated 06.11.16

Builders told to pay welfare cess:

Construction companies from various parts of the
country lost their appeals in the Supreme Court when it
held that they are obliged to pay welfare cess to building
workers. The argument of the firms was that the
Building and Other Construction Workers (Regulation

of employment and Conditions of service) Act and the
related Welfare Cess Act did not apply to them, as they
were registered under the Factories Act. They had
challenged the show-cause notices issued by various
state authorities demanding cess but the high courts of
Allahabad, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka
had rejected their writ petitions. All the appeals and
petitions before other high courts raising the farms’
objections were dismissed by the SC, which ruled that
construction workers are not covered by the Factories
Act. Therefore, the welfare measures provided under
the two legislation can not be denied to them. Various
earlier decisions were cited with regard to the present
judgment in a batch of appeals, led by Lanco Anpara
Power Ltd. Vs. State of Andhra Pradesh.

Source: Business Standard, Dated 7.11.16

Sale of defaulter’s properties upheld:

The Supreme Court has set aside the order of the
Madras High Court which had ruled that the sale of
two properties of a borrower firm was illegal. In this
case, ICICI Bank Ltd. Vs. M/s Aburubam & Co., the
properties were put on public auction due to payment
default but there were no takers. So, the bank itself
bought it. The borrower firm challenged the sale in the
Debt Recovery Tribunal and its appellate tribunal where
it lost. But, the high court asked the tribunal to reconsider
the sale as it found two illegalities. The SC found both
the findings wrong. It said that the argument that the
borrower was not allowed to participate in the fixing of
the offset price was wrong because it was a party to
the recovery proceedings and the offset price was set
by the valuation officer. Secondly, there was no violation
of the provisions of the Income Tax Rules, as there
was no bar on the bank to participate in the public
auction once the invitation to bid did not result in any
response from any interested bidder.

Source: Business Standard, Dated 7.11.16

MSMEs
Online Registration Facilitation Centre

at FTAPCCI
Every Friday 3pm to 5pm
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Can the Digital Economy Deliver

on its Promise?

The proposition that the digital
economy is going to deliver
development, prosperity and growth
has become almost conventional
wisdom among policy makers,
economists, and innovators alike.

A recent Deloitte report suggests
that if the Modi government’s
‘Digital India’ plan can increase
broadband penetration across India
by 50% and mobile penetration in
rural India by 30% in the next two
years, this could contribute towards
a 9% increase in GDP; by 2025, the
Digital India plan could boost GDP
to $1 trillion. The World
Bank similarly argues that a 10 % increase in mobile
and broadband penetration can increase the per capita
GDP by 1.38% in developing countries.

Can the digital economy deliver on its promise?
Undoubtedly, a digital economy can lead to more trade,
better capital use, and greater competition. It can
promote efficiency and innovation as well as provide
an inclusive platform for economic participation. Too
often however, narratives on the role of the digital
economy are characterised by technological
determinism – a sense that technology is the natural
and necessary solution to a number of complex social
problems, a quasi-natural force, impervious to human
choice and action that will autonomously deliver social
change.

Minister for communications and information
technology, Ravi Shankar Prasad, states that ‘India is
developing on its own’ – the how and why of this was
attributed to increased internet penetration. Technology
is seen as an almost magical force whose wide-spread
application and use can automatically contribute to
development and progress. But, this kind of deterministic
narrative blinds us to the very real and tangible human
interventions that must be made for the digital economy
to promote inclusive growth.

The digital economy can accelerate development and
growth, but it can equally exacerbate existing social
and economic inequities. This is borne out by the
numerous digital divides that exist today. Currently only
40% of the globe has digital access. A
McKinsey report suggests that about 75% of the offline
population is concentrated in 20 countries, and is
disproportionately rural, low income, elderly, illiterate,
and female.  A study by the World Economic Forum
highlights that in India, only 15 of every 100 households
have access to the internet and there are only 5.5
mobile broadband connections for every 100 people.
Unless we can provide universal access to all, the digital
economy will benefit only a few, exacerbating
inequities between the digital haves and have-nots.

But the digital divide is not only about access. It is also
about the degree and quality of participation among
those who are already online. According to a Boston
Consulting Group study, the percentage of women
internet users in India is approximated at only 29%;
the remainder 71% is men. A paper analysing Twitter
feeds in India concluded that women were significantly
underrepresented in political conversations.
Almost 85% of the user generated content indexed by
Google comes from the US, Canada and Europe. This
mirrors the trends in academic journals; knowledge
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production in the digital world is thus led by a select
few, belonging to specific geographies. It should be
clear then that the digital world is in fact mirroring the
inequities of the physical world.

Free, Free Basics?

Addressing this divide requires providing universal and
affordable access to all. The private sector has a
necessary role to play as it invests in the backhaul
infrastructure for digital connectivity. But the emphasis
must be on promoting government backed structural
solutions rather than private sector commercial ventures
alone. This would include dismantling the monopoly
control over international gateways, liberalising
domestic markets for building and operating physical
infrastructure  networks, and creating robust regulatory
frameworks that check for policy capture by private
sector monopolies. Access also must be balanced with
concerns about data integrity, privacy, and security.
While questions about data usage and privacy, the uses
and misuses of big data, and the threat of cyber-crime
are poorly understood even by the average internet user,
the challenge for navigating the complex web of terms
and conditions and availing of adequate privacy
measures is likely to be even more pronounced for those
with little basic education.

Digital access alone also does not lead to digital
empowerment. In the Indian context, addressing the
digital divide requires that we pay attention to what the
World Development Report calls the analog
components of the digital economy – particularly,
education and skilling. It is not enough to claim that
people who lack formal education but are mobile literate
are adequately prepared for success in the digital
economy.  Too often we hear anecdotal stories about
how farmers and carpenters are using whats-app and
that this is a sign of their digital fluency and
preparedness for the digital economy. On the contrary,
in an information age it is more important than ever to
have the critical and analytical skills that allow one to
make sense of the vast amount of information available,
make informed choices, and safeguard ones security
and privacy.

For the digital economy to contribute to inclusive
development we also need to consider the distribution
of gains in the digital economy. The digital economy
promotes efficiency, competition, and trade and is thus
capable of generating more wealth. GDP and wealth
creation however have not resulted in an increase in
worker wealth and wages. The 2016 World
Development Report argues for example, that the share
of national incomes that have gone to labour, especially

routine labour has fallen sharply in many developing
countries. A 2015 Harvard Business Review article
argued that over the last 200 years technological change
has often been associated with stagnant wages and
rising inequality, at least for a time. Not only has the
share of national income for labour gone down, but
corporations in the new digital economy are able to
generate immense wealth with fewer and fewer people.
Corporations used to need roughly 100,000 employees
to create $1 billion in value.  In 2014, the value of
WhatsApp, with 55 employees, was estimated at $19
billion. Facebook had 5000 employees in 2012,
compared with 145,000 Kodak had at its peak in the
1990s. Google, the platform economy giant, has annual
revenues over $50 billion, but only 50,000 employees.

The question of distributive gains can also be asked of
the emerging platform economy – think Uber, Amazon
Mechanical Turks or Air BnB. Undoubtedly, new digital
platforms facilitate more flexible working
arrangements, permitting for example many more
women to enter the work force. But the platform
economy can also contribute to a degradation of labour,
i.e. when workers move from occupations in which
they are highly productive and well compensated to
those in which they are less productive and poorly
compensated. Sceptics thus point out that platform
economies are built on the idea of driving down wages,
while at the same time reducing the chances of
collective bargaining through labour unions.  To
participate in a platform economy, workers need to
invest both their capital and labour; their continued work
however is dependent on a series of external factors
beyond individual control. Even more supportive
accounts thus note that risks in a platform economy
are transferred from the business to the individual
worker.  For example, Uber drivers often borrow
money to buy their own vehicles; if however, the market
gets over-saturated with Uber drivers or there is a
change in domestic law, an Uber driver is burdened
with debt.

Auto-employment

With increased automation and advances in artificial
intelligence, there is also a very real risk of job
dislocation. According to a recent study, around 47%
of U.S. employment may be susceptible to automation
as a result of ongoing technological improvements.
The World Bank recently estimated that the share of
jobs at risk of automation is even higher in developing
countries — 77 % and 69% of all jobs in China and
India respectively. Automation also means that the
cheap labour advantage no longer lies with developing
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countries – a process of premature de-industrialization is
underway in which manufacturing shrinks in poor
countries that never had much industrialisation in the
first place. The clearest example of this is the re-locating
of the textile industry back to industrialised countries.
The number of direct jobscreated through ICT
technologies is also modest – the ICT sector accounts
for only 1% of workforce on average in developing
countries. One additional technology job does however
create around five new jobs in other sectors, but this is
not going to be enough, particularly in a country like
India where, by some estimates, the requirement is to
create 12 million jobs every year.

Some of these jobs are arguably going to emerge from
the platform economy, with more and more people
working freelance and part-time. As noted earlier, the
platform economy undoubtedly creates numerous new
and flexible opportunities. But the question that needs
to be addressed is whether individuals engaged in so-
called ‘gig labour’ are to be considered employees or
contractors. Platforms prefer to treat them as
contractors, but this mean that workers lose the social
protection and benefits – such as insurance or protection
against workplace discrimination – that come with
formal employment. The freelance economy is in a
sense not new to India at all – in 2011-12, over 92% of
Indian workers were informal. If automation and
artificial intelligence is going to mean job dislocation
and if future job creation is going to come from the
platform economy, the implication for India is that
informal employment is going to be a persistent
featureof the Indian economy.The question then is, both
for India and globally, how we can guarantee social
protection in an informal economy. This would mean
we need to find ways in which social protection
schemes can be separated or de-linked from formal
employment.

The idea of a basic income is gaining popularity in
response to concerns about job dislocation and social
protection. A basic income would mean that all citizens
or residents of a country regularly receive a specified
sum of money from either government or another public
institution, financed through forms of taxation or profits
of publicly owned enterprises. A  basic income could
encourage and secure entrepreneurial and self-
employment ventures, incentivise part-time work, and
provide social safety nets. The difficulties in financing
and implementation aside, what is intriguing about the
basic income discussion is that there seems to be a
convergence between on one hand, progressives,
socialists, and, feminists and on the other hand, Silicon

valley entrepreneurs. For the former, a basic income
could increase bargaining power for workers, change
the distribution of domestic tasks between men and
women, as well as provide a stimulus to political
participation and voluntary work. A post-work
society could restore human dignity, freeing the worker
from the clutches of capital, and creating opportunities
for people to develop interests outside employment.
For the latter Silicon Valley entrepreneurs however, a
basic income is a way to create demand for their
innovations in a job-less economy. Some even criticise
that Silicon Valley’s support for a basic income is a
mostly a reflection of their guilt at ousting people from
their jobs.

Can the digital economy deliver on its promise?
Perhaps. But for this we need to avoid technological
determinism and put people back at the centre as the
drivers and recipients of economic change.  Sound
policy frameworks need to be evolved to shape the
trajectories and governance of emerging digital
technologies. The digital divide must be addressed,
through both universal and affordable access, and by
equipping people with the necessary education and skills
to safely navigate the digital space. Equally important,
and often not adequately considered, is the distribution
of gains in the digital economy – as it stands the wealth
created by the digital economy is creating neither more
employment, nor higher wages, nor better social
protection. In fact there is a risk that it can result in job
dislocation and increase the risk to workers, without
robust and adequate social protection schemes in place.
This is not to say that the future is bleak. On the
contrary, the digital economy carries with it great
promise. But this promise can only be realised if we
take these issues into serious consideration;  the early
days of the digital economy is the time to get the
architecture right, particularly in India where the
roadmaps towards inclusive development are still under
construction.

Urvashi Aneja is associate professor at the Jindal School of
International Relations and Research Fellow at the Observer

Research Foundation.

Source: http://thewire.in/71663/can-digital-economy-
deliver-promise/
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How getting rid of ‘black money’ has

driven a digital treasure hunt in India

In what can only be described as a historic opportunity
to weed out evils in the country’s shadow economy,
the Indian prime minister, Narendra Modi, has
announced that all 500 and 1,000 rupee notes have
been stripped of their status as legal tender, as his party
intensifies its strike on “black money”.

The two notes make up about 86% of the currency in
circulation by value in India and represent the maximum
– and most popular – currency denominations. Their
demonetisation has been both praised and criticised in
the international media – and the people of India
themselves are equally split.

So why demonetise the notes? India’s Ministry of
Finance has said that the purpose is to curb financing
of terrorism and any other subversive activities through
the proceeds of fake currency notes. It also aims
to restrain the shadow economy in India, the major
driver of inflation that adversely affects the poor and
deprives the government of its tax revenues. In addition,
it is hoped that the move will reduce cash circulation in
the country – as most corrupt activities and illegal
dealings are done through cash.

The move is also expected to unearth people’s real
income and ensure those falling under certain brackets
pay taxes promptly. At present just 1% of the country’s
people are paying income tax.

Cashing out

In the West, many would likely think that the revocation
of certain bank notes, though it may cause some
inconvenience, would be no problem. After all, the large
majority have bank accounts and debit and credit cards
to use. But in India it is a different story – banking is
still considered to be a luxury for the majority of people
who are below the poverty line. Despite current
government attempts to ensure financial inclusion, many
still use only notes and coins to pay for goods and
services. In fact, it is estimated that 95% of
transactions in India are made using cash and, for those
squirrelling money away, it is a necessity to survive.

Though the announcement came as a surprise to some
sectors of the public (and many politicians), the ruling

party has been determined to eradicate black money
from the moment it took power. A special investigations
team was set up in 2014 to curb the menace of black
money – and the screws of justice have been gradually
tightened through the amendment of a series of
measures such as the double taxation avoidance
agreements.

The people of India have been given until the end of
business hours on December 30, 2016 to exchange or
deposit their notes in banks and post offices. Other
measures have also been put in place to make sure that
the procedure runs smoothly and is as convenient as
possible for the public.

Social help

Though its intentions for the country’s economy appear
positive, the move has not been well received by the
common man. Tempers are flaring and some
are warning of riots over the abrupt change. The poor,
who are unused to dealing with banks, have mainly
been left by authorities to wait in long queues outside
financial institutions simply to figure out what to do with
their notes

Social media has been flooded with rumours – and
conspiracy theories abound. They include the notion
that the new 2,000 Rupee note has an embedded
electronic chip. But volunteers are also using social
media sites to make sure that no one loses out and are
crowd-sourcing and sharing information on what to do
and where to go.

Digital banking companies have also risen to the
challenge, setting up shop in more convenient places to
allow people to sign up and use their money as they
wish. Paytm, an e-wallet firm, has seen a huge surge
in transactions, for example – even a roadside stall
has started to accept payments through e-wallet.

The removal of the notes has also brought India’s first
“digital and cashless village”, Akodara, which is 60 miles
from the northern city of Ahmedabad, into the limelight.
Most of the 1,200 people living in Akodara buy
everything from wheat flour to potato chips through
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mobile banking and have little to worry about when it
comes to the demonetisation.

The Reserve Bank of India has also been encouraging
citizens to make use of internet and mobile banking at
least in the short term as it works to “alleviate the
pressure on the physical currency”.

True though it may be that demonetisation has brought
with it an inevitable slowdown, the act could be the
start of a new economy for India. One that is far more
inclusive, and helps to educate the people of India on
the benefits of transactions in a digital world.

At Akodara, India’s first digital village

An hour outside Ahmedabad is a village where
anganwadis have CCTVs and schools have audio-visual
teaching aids. Can this working model of a Digital India
really be replicated?

If you find yourself craving for biscuits in Akodara
village, located a little over an hour away from
Ahmedabad, in Sabarkantha district in Gujarat, walk
past the village ATM and down to the little kirana shop
opposite the CCTV-monitored anganwadi. Select your
biscuit packet, but don’t reach for your wallet to pay
for it. Instead, whip out your mobile phone to pay. Don’t
worry, the grumpy old shopkeeper will give you
instructions on how to do this; he is used to clueless
city people! He will then look at you with mild suspicion
until his mobile phone chimes and informs him in Gujarati
that the amount has been transferred from your bank
account to his. Congratulations. Your purchase is now
complete. You may now sit in a cool spot under the big
peepal tree and eat your biscuits while surfing Facebook
using the village wifi.

A slice of Digital India

Welcome to Akodara, a fully digital village. If you
wondered in January, during the high-profile launch of
the Digital India initiative, what ‘digitising’ rural India
meant or would really look like, little Akodara represents
a slice of the vision. The village of 1,200 people has
been adopted by ICICI Bank, helped by the local
administration, so that it can be showcased as an
example of the bank’s vision of the digital future that
awaits India’s hinterland. From the merely cosmetic,
like embellishing the archway at the village entrance
with the ICICI logo, to the very practical improvement
of providing access to modern banking to the villagers,
the bankers at ICICI have gone all out to showcase
their vision in Akodara. If some of the interventions,
such as installing CCTV cameras in the village
anganwadi and in schools, seem a bit gimmicky, many

others are useful and potentially revolutionary when
imagined on a large scale — across whole districts
and regions in the country.

The first of such useful interventions is financial
inclusion and access to modern banking. Almost every
adult in Akodara now has a savings bank account with
ICICI, which he or she can access through the local
bank branch, or the village ATM, or through mobile
phones via SMS. The villagers’ most important
transactions — selling agri-produce at the local mandi
or selling milk at the co-operative society — have been
digitised and made cashless. The system has made them
automatically less susceptible to corruption and fraud.
Also, their accounts are linked to their Aadhar cards,
which means that government benefits are now
transferred directly into their savings accounts. For the
widows of Akodara, who had to earlier spend Rs. 70
to travel to the district headquarters to receive their
monthly pension of Rs. 800, this direct transfer and
easy access to their accounts makes for real and
significant savings.

The second advantage is in the area of education.
“Earlier, teaching used to be between just the teacher
and the student. Now we have a digital aid,” says
Pranav Upadhyay, 32, high-school teacher in Akodara,
before beginning his lecture on nanotechnology for
Class 10 students. “Earlier when I used to talk about
the universe to the students, it was just talk. Now they
see it animated on the screen and it gets them interested
and more engaged.” The digital aid that Mr. Upadhyay
is referring to is an audio-visual device that integrates
a projector and a computer. This brings to life lessons
in science, chiefly through animation. In primary school,
children use electronic tablets gifted by ICICI to learn
Gujarati. Also, across all schools, a digital attendance
system is being implemented that will inform parents,
via SMS, whether their children have shown up at
school or not. Apart from its practicality, this is also an
important safety initiative.

A market for banks 

Of course, Akodara is only a model village — an
artificial model of rural India crossing the digital frontier
rather than being an organic part of a real, larger digital
ecology. But to understand its significance, one has to
imagine it as a grand vision, replicated in thousands of
villages across the country.

With a nearly saturated urban market and intense
competition over a reducing pie, rural India is where
the future of banks lies. And the key for this growth is
technology, as it is only through mobile phones, the
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Internet, and tablet banking that banks can keep costs
down and open up rural consumption. Akodara’s real
symbolic appeal for Indian corporate entities lies in
something beyond what ICICI has done. Hiteshbhai
Patel, a resident in the village says, “Young men in our
village regularly buy things from Flipkart and Snapdeal.
It has become common for them to buy phones and
shoes and clothes online. They don’t worry about getting
a bad product because they know that they can return
the goods if there is a problem.”

But before celebrations begin for the Digital India
initiative, it is important to remember why ICICI chose
Akodara. Before the village got digital connectivity, it

Help Us... Grow your Chamber...Refer a Member

The Member Referral program is a great opportunity to help FTAPCCI and your business grow. Please
share with others business the ways that your company values your Chamber membership. To refer a

potential member, please send the details to email : membershelpdesk@ftapcci.com.

Let the company you are referring knwo that we will be touch with them, and we will
take care of the rest !

already had physical connectivity. Flipkart products
come to Akodara on a highway that connects the village
to all the urban centres around it. The village had a high
literacy rate long before it got digital, and its habitat and
livelihood opportunities predate the computers. In other
words, a digital future is possible only if other socio-
economic indicators are good and the basic needs of
the village are already met. A digital future can only be
built on top of a physical one. This means that all the
old issues still need to be confronted first.

Author: samrat.c@thehindu.co.in
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Need for a third Reservoir on GODAVARY
Let me congratulate the govts of T.S. and A.P states
for action taken to complete Polavaram and  irrigation
projects.  These projects after completion will not only
enhance the irrigation and hydro electric potential of
the state but also will improve the prosperity of rural
area many fold. A project like Nagarjuna Sagar on
which not more than two thousand crores was pent
must have brought around two lakhs crores worth of
food production and electricity. On the above basis the
benefits after completion of above projects will be
enormous.

With my experience and back ground having worked
all my career in river vally projects with Dr.K.L.Rao
an others in projects like Polavaram, Nagarjuna Saagr,
Sriram Sagar etc and feeling sad about water going
waste into sea. I filled a P.I.L No.14363 /2002 in high
court requesting central and state govts to take up.
Projects  preventing water going waste into sea. As an
example I quoted in river Godavari alone evaluating at
threat of 10 paise per liter of water 5,00,000 crores
worth of water of 3000 T.M.C is going waste into sea
every year. The govts promised to do the needful  in
the high Court.

India with 16% of world’s population has only 2.1%
earth surface but fortunately 5% of world’s water
recourses. But so far we have not utilized even  up to
50% and allowing more than 50% or about 300 cubic
kilometers going waste into sea. With more and more
Industrialization and improved living conditions of
population demand for water is increasing and every
state and region is presenting for its share of water
.with changing weather conditions the inflows in rivers
are likely to come down. Hence every effort should be
made to store and save every drop of water and utilize
the water most economically and if possible adopt
methods for reuse of water. The country and state
should treat itself as family and distribute the water
available as family property subject to legal riparian
rights and put it to the most economical and beneficial
use . Regional or state wide distribution of water can
be made but what is immediately required to be done is
to construct as may project as possible on krishna and
Godavary in A.P. in particular and store max quantity
of water. This will help us to utilize the carry over water
available and give more regular supplies. A.P. being a
tail end state this is absolutely necessary as upstream
states in spite of all law and direction some how will
find an opportunity to hold up water and case loss to

riparian states uncalled for controversies and regional
bickering will only delay completion of projects in A.P
and T.S will cause us permanent damage and deprive
our rights for our share of water. Several officers and
politicians at govt level and some public are under the
impression that projects completed so far such as
Nagarjuna Sagar, Sriram Sagar etc took lot of time for
completion. This is not correct  Nagarjuna Sagar Project
was Completed in 7 years and water was released for
irrigation around Narsaraopet  and ryots. were not
ready to receive water. Sri Ram Sagar Project was
completed one year ahead of schedule and world bank
appreciated it. For want of funds and diversion of funds
for welfare schemes completion of distribution systems.

 Were delayed with msome changes in the tendering
systems adopted and liberal compensations for land
the projects can now be completed earlier and enormous
benefits obtained by farmers.

 But considering  verities in climate extending brought
even for 3 years as it was done during the last 3 years
it is necessary that we should have additional capacity
to cover the carry  over period. Godavary seen to be
of  no exception with people walking across and a few
hundreds off T.M./C of water going waste into sea a
few days back.

Inchampally Reservoir between Srirasm Saagr and
Polavaram is central and can hold up substantial
surplous water. Water can be supplied to Industrial and
towns by running a pipe line to Vizag. The  project can
be taken up in stages for which estimate were already
prepared water can also utilize for irrigation districts
of Srikakulam, Vizynagaram etc. I visited the dam site
examined the terrain and the central govt also generally
approved propose earlier.

Financing of the project can be done by the govts or
private companies. Private companies can be allowed
the commercially itself  50% of the lands and the sate
govts freely utilize  the other half for irrigation private
industries, bank etc can finance the company to be
established simple terms control the water usage. The
construction of  dam , land acquits of the rivers is to be
financed by the company These water regulations is
to be controlled by central Board to be connected to
the water grid proposed.

The completion of Inchampally will solve must of the
water problems of the two states preventing lot of
wastage of water .with an accommodative sprite of
give and taken all farmers problems can be solved.
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The project with the power component can be complete
in  3 years and stabilize the water availability .

The Hydraulic delta of the project are enclosed  for
information. The data was proposed for project
proposed by me and Dr.J.Purushotham and prepared
before presenting it is a meeting presided over
N.G.Ranga  beside the  above project I suggest the   of
state govt Maharashtra   may be request not  to utilized
water for  power generation by duping of the sea if it
was not done already.

Nuclear PowerStation was proposed of  Nagarjuna
Sagar for which DPR was prepared by me may be
concerned  by both the states.

F R L of Srisailam and Nagarjuna sagar for my be
raised by 3’ with  a bund and road all over to give tempo
retrace  in capacity and usage of water.

The dam site of Inchampally was visited by me and
cores taken  at the site were examined by me. It is an
excellent site for dam and these seen to have been
going approved earlier.

Lift irrigation schemes and barrages are expensive and
will not prevent water going into sea when compared
with gravity dams irrigation.

With all the proposed project on Godavari completed
A.P. and T.S will be a granary  for the county and we
will be able to face further increase in our population
and additional needs of water for people and industries
contortedly.

Inchampally project  scope of the project: Multipurpose
flood control, irrigation, Hydel power, supply of drinking
water to drought areas, Division of waters to krishna
Basin. Irrigated area in Godavari Basin 300,000 acres.
Powers 600,000 K.W possible irrigation in drought
affected areas by diversion 1.5 million acres

Description of Reservoir

Dam on main Godavari at Inchampalli below the
confluence of Indrâvati .
Live Storage : 390.00 TMC ft.
Dead storage : 160.00 T.M.C ft
Catchment area  : 100 300 sq miles
Area submerged : 355.200 acres
FRL RL390 ( Original contemplated) Restricted
Minimum pond level R.L 353 to 370 by inter state
agreements
Dam : Masonry 6180 feet long 175 feet high
Spillway : central 56 gates 57 ft X 40 ft each
Total capacity 20.000 cusecs
Right side head sluices 7 vents 6 ft X 10 ft each
Total capacity 4370 cusecs

left side head sluices 7 vents 6 ft X 10 ft each
Total capacity 3130 cusecs

Description of canals : Right bank canal
(Contour ) 172 miles long.

Authorized capacity 4078 cusecs.

Left Bank canal : 112 miles long. Two seasonal unlined
authorized capacity 2952 cusecs.

Possible to transfer 100 TMC ft to Krishna basin by a
link canal above Pulichintala

Details of Submersion

In Maharashtra - 1,53,600 acres

In Madhyapradesh - 53,120 acres

In Andhra Pradesh - 1,48,480 acres

Joint project of all the 3 states – NHPC may have a
taken up as a National H.E. Project.

In this case  compensates for land acquired 20% of
land getting water may be around and disturbed among
the displaced persons. Also the displaced persons may
be allowed to take away the build material and other
belongs for  as was done.

With only fifty crores annual income for the combined
state of A.P. we got approval for 84 crores then
estimated cost of Nagarjuna Sagar and with atmost
sacrifice from every body we could complete the
project. Sriram Sagar and srisailam we could complete
while being more liberal funds displaced persons. With
more than one lakhs crores funds state income each
and paying huge amount  towards interest at the project
expenditure can be economically adjusted in the state
budgets and private parties will also bw able to provide
schemes for the private investment.

This project when completed can be  provide huge
employment opportunities and be a boom to help
backward district of srikakulam, Vijayanagaram. The
French engineers had visited site and approved of it
and the  central govt also generally approved of the
proposal and also been pending since than.

About the author the author is a retired Chief Engineer
Author Book on Irrigation Structures, Chairman of
Murthy Institute of Technology and Sciences. While
going round the works Murthy was incharge in
Nagarjuna Sagar please Nehru was inspired by a
labours  Meerupattina Deepam and went on ready is
all in speech for nearly  years and managed irrigation
works as modern Temples.

R.S.N.Murthy
Chief Engineer (Rtd)
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FTAPCCI Events

State Level Workshop on

“Sustainable Livestock Development and

Dairy Management”

State Level Workshop on
“Sustainable Livestock Development and
Dairy Management” on 9th November, 2016
at Federation House, FTAPCCI, Hyderabad.

Sri Ravindra Modi, President, FTAPCCI said
that livestock sector apart from contributing
to national economy in general and to
agricultural economy in particular, also
provides employment opportunities. Hence
sustainable development of the livestock
sector would lead to more inclusive
development and empowerment of women.

Sri K. Bhasker Reddy, Chairman of the
Agriculture Committee, FTAPCCI said that Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana contributed 9.5% of India‘s total
milk production in 2014-15, recording highest growth
of 6-8% per annum in terms of milk production. 

He said that there are lots of challenges faced by dairy
farmer community viz. low productivity, high mortality,
lack of awareness in cattle management, inefficiencies
in handling milk, rising cost of fodder and feed etc. and
the seminar is aimed at addressing the issues to improve
Dairy sector in the State.

Sri P. Radhakrishnan, Chief General Manager,
NABARD said that Livestock production and
Agriculture are inter linked, both dependent on each
other and crucial for overall food security. Animal
Husbandry and Dairying play an important role in
generating gainful employment and providing
supplementary income in rural areas particularly among
small, marginal farmers and women besides providing
cheap and nutritious food.

He informed that estimated credit potential as per
Potential Linked Credit Plans for the year 2016-17 for
Animal Husbandry sector is Rs.2865.45 crore with dairy
accounting for 56% of production.  Karimnagar,
Warangal and Mahaboobnagar are the major districts
in Telangana State. He explained that Area
Development Schemes have been prepared and
launched in seven districts of Telangana State involving
Commercial Banks, DCCBs and RRBs and said that
NABARD is acting as the nodal agency for

implementing Animal Husbandry subsidy schemes viz.
DEDS, IDSRR and PVCF (subsidy). 

He has given many suggestions to promote dairy sector
in the State.

Sri Suresh Chanda, IAS, Principal Secretary to
Government, Department of Animal Husbandry, Govt.
of Telangana said that though Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana States are at the third place in Milk
Production after Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan the
average milk production is only 3 to 4 liters per day
against 10 to 20 liters per day in Haryana.  

He suggested that farmers should provide good feed
to the animal in a scientific manner to get milk as they
expected. The Dairy Cooperatives should provide
“support-service” to their farmers, to increase the
production of high quality milk.

Sri Arun Luharuka, Vice President FTAPCCI proposed
Vote of Thanks. 

Sri Ch. Rajeshwara Rao, Chairman, Telangana State
Livestock Development Agency and Chairman of
Karimnagar Dairy Farmers Association and Dr. K.
Kondal Reddy, Associate Dean, College of Veterinary
Science, chaired Technical Sessions.

During the technical sessions renowned subject experts
in the concerned fields have explained the various
aspects of Dairy sector and how to make it sustainable
and profitable for the Dairy farmers.
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FTAPCCI has organized A Seminar on Quality Control
& Food Safety Compliance to Global Standards on 15th
November, 2016  at Vijayawada.

The objective was to create awareness and also to
update the knowledge on quality standards & food safety
compliances amongst Food Processing Industry with
particular reference to MSME.

Sri Poornachandra Rao, Asst Food Control Officer
Designated Zonal officer, Andhra Pradesh has given a
presentation on FSSAI Regulations, Licensing &

A Seminar on

Quality Control & Food Safety Compliance to Global Standards

Certification.Sri Sudhakar, Deputy General Manager
APEDA from Hyderabad has covered HACCP. He
explained mandatory Hygiene standards that are to be
maintained at food processing plants and expressed that
quality standards needs to be improved by the industry.

Sri B Gopala Krishna GM DIC Krishna District has
explained about the Emerging opportunities in food
processing sector in Andhra Pradesh and initiatives of
Government.

Meeting on

Demonetisation of Currency-Impact and Precautions

Sri Gowra Srinivas, Sr. Vice-
President, FTAPCCI in his welcome
address stated that the
demonetisation of 500 and 1,000
bank notes was a step taken by
Government of India on 8th Nov,
2016, ceasing the usage of all 500 and
1000 notes, to prevent circulation of
fake currency notes and also to curb
black money in the economy. He said
that, it will impact all section of
people, traders, industrialists, service
providers and consumers.

Sri Suresh Kumar Jain, Chairman,
Direct Taxes Committee, FTAPCCI
in his introductory remarks informed
that the government of India has
directed Income-Tax Department to
coordinate with all banks and furnish
details of individuals who exchange
cash amount of Rs 2.5 lakhs and
above and for current accounts
aggregating to 12.5 lakhs or more
from 9th Nov to 30th December.

The tax department has been asked
to keep record of every individual
along with his/her PAN card details
and tally it with the tax filing.
Accordingly, the department will
impose penalty, which could be
between 30 per cent and 120 per

cent, depending on the source of income.

Sri Arun Luharuka, Chartered Accountant, Vice – president, FTAPCCI
initiated the discussion by saying that though the move was termed as
unprecedented by some, it is not the first time the RBI has demonetised
currency. In January 1946, Rs 1,000 and Rs 10,000 banknotes were
demonetised and were reintroduced in 1954 along with currency notes of
Rs 5,000. Again all the three denominations (10,000/-, 5000/- and 1000/-)
were again demonetised in January 1978.

More recently, in 2014, the RBI had demonetised all banknotes printed
before 2005.

Sri Y. Ratnakar, High-Court Advocate explained the impact on
Demonetisation of Currency and how to take Precautions.

He informed that if you are one with a hoard of cash in your hand, you
should deposit that in banks only “one should be in a position to match
the cash in hand with income from business operations,” businesses would
have barely four months in the current financial year to justify the cash hoard
as business income. Alternatively, they should be in a position to establish
that the cash was withdrawn for business purpose. 

Sri Arun Luharuka, Chartered Accountant, Vice – President, FTAPCCI
addressing the meeting
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If the amount is unaccounted for, various provisions of Income-Tax Act, 1961, will come into effect. “If the
sources of income are unaccounted for, these would be deemed to be current year’s income under Section 69A of
the Income-Tax Act, 1961, and will attract income tax at the rate of 30% along with applicable surcharge and
education cess, under Section 115BBE of the Act.

The highest marginal rate would work out to around 35%. Further, any unaccounted income would attract penalty
under Section 270A of the Act, which can range from 50- 200% of evaded tax. The tax defaulter could also
attract prosecution under Section 276C of the Act, with imprisonment from three months to seven years with fine.

The meeting ended with vote of thanks.

National Seminar on

Goods and Service Tax

National Seminar on Goods and Service Tax
on 19th November, 2016 at Hotel ITC
Kakatiya, Begumpet, Hyderabad.

Sri Ravindra Modi, President- FTAPCCI
welcomed the participants and stated that
Model GST law and certain business
processes like registration, tax payment,
refund, filing of return were already released
and the Tax slabs have of 5%, 8%, 12%
and 28% have already finalized so Trade,
Industry, Service Sector including individuals
will have to gear up to this change and ready
themselves for migration into the new system
of indirect taxation.

Sri J.S.Karunendra, Chairman - Indirect Taxes
Committee said that

FTAPCCI has submitted several suggestions on Model
GST Law and other Business Processes to empowered
Committee of State Finance Ministers.

Sri Gowra Srinivas, Sr. Vice-President, FTAPCCI
introduced the key note speaker Sri Satya Poddar to
the participants.

Sri Satya Poddar in his key note address The Goods
and Services Tax will sustain the good work of cleaning
up the Indian Economy which started with
Demonetization.

The methodology adopted by the GST Council for
revenue and inflation impact analysis estimated the
quantum of cascading taxes to be   Rs 3.2lakh crore
(or 36% of the Rs. 8.8 Lakh crore of revenues in 2015-
16 to be subsumed under GST) under the current
system. With 50% of the consumption basket remaining
exempt from tax under the GST Council proposal,
cascading taxes will go up marginally to 39% of the

total revenues. As a result the positive impact on GDP
would be negligible, less than 0.3%.

Sri Arun Luharuka, Vice-President, proposed vote of
thanks

The Technical Sessions were handled by Eminent
Speakers on the following topics: -

GST - Over view including Model Law and Procedures
by Sri Ravikumar Yanamandra, Director, Ernst & Young
LLP

Implications of GST on Manufacturing by Sri Shyam
Sunder Nori , Head- Tax, Mylan Group, Hyderabad

GST and Logistics Moving on to a Faster Lane by Sri
Vikas Pawar, Head, Corporate Strategy & Analytics,
Gati Limited.

GSTN- Technology and Compliance by Sri Kalyan Pal,
Director, Ernst & Young LLP

Impact of GST on various sectors by Sri S. Thirumalai,
Advocate &     Advisor, Indirect Taxes Committee,
FTAPCCI
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Seminar on “Cyber Security”

Federation of Telangan and AndhraPradesh Chambers of Commerce and
Industry organized a knowledge seminar on “Cyber Security” on 23rd
November, 2016 at 3:00 PM at Federation House, FTAPCCI.

Sri Ravindra Modi, President, FTAPCCI, gave the welcome address
explaining in brief the importance of Cyber Security. He stated that Cyber
Security is on the path towards gaining increasing prominence as we move
towards a technology driven future and ensuring a safe cyberspace is of
paramount importance to Telangana, whose growth story is driven primarily
by Information and Communication Technology, one of the critical sectors
that rides on and resides in the cyberspace. He highlighted that cybercrime
has been affecting individuals as well as organizations in the country and
the world over. There have been several instances of systems getting
hacked in both private and public sectors, which calls for an urgent need
to contain this crime and secure the country from it.

He concluded by stating that Training and awareness are important steps
in mitigating cyber attacks. All citizens, consumers, and employees should
be aware of cyber threats and the actions they can take to protect their
own information, as well as the information within their organization.

Sri Gowra L. Prasad, Chairman, Information Technology, E-Commerce
& Start-Ups Committee, FTAPCCI in his introductory remarks stated
that Cyber Security has become one of the most important subjects, mainly
because we have connected our entire lives to the Internet. We need to
protect ourselves whether it is criminal, counterintelligence,
counterterrorism, protecting children, fighting fraud etc. He highlighted
that coming years will witness an increased threat like cyber terrorism,
cyber warfare, cyber espionage etc. It is for us to develop both offensive
and defensive cyber security capabilities and a robust cyber security
infrastructure so that the impact of these malware can be minimized if not
eliminated.

In the Technical Sessions

Sri Umesh Thota, Founder, Authbase presented on “New age threats and
attack Vector: it’s Understanding and Mitigating”. He discussed in detail
about RANSOMWARE, BOTNET, DARKNET and IOT, taking the
examples of day-to-day threats that we face in our life while we get
involved in online transactions. Given the existence of the internet systems,
some of which protect the server while some bring down the server; he

highlighted that entire security runs
on three major components-
Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability

Sri Seshu Venkat, Global Head -
VirtuaDesk, Wipro presented on
“Cyber Security for Enterprises and
Government”. He explained in detail
regarding Indian Economy Growth,
Threats to follow the growth,
Impacts on Government, Impact on
Enterprise and how to handle these
threats. He stated that there’s a need
for Securing Data and Intellectual
Property. He talked about the
impacts of recent Cyber Attacks, its
sources and models. He highlighted
that we need a structured &
Sustainable approach for Cyber
Security taking on board both the
Executive Management and Senior
Leadership.

Sri Srinivas Reddy Gurram,
Communication Director, ISACA
Hyderabad presented on “Cyber
Security Landscape for Students,
Professionals and Citizens of India”.
He talked about Threat Landscape
and its evolution, Advanced
Persistent Threats-Types, Stages and
Impacts, Mobile Vulnerabilities-
Threats & Risks, Activity
Monitoring- Data Retrieval Risk,
Unauthorized Connectivity Risk,
Sensitive Data Leakage Risk, BYOD
and Cloud Computing. Moreover, he
showed the status of Cyber Security
in India and emphasized about dearth
of Skill professionals to help
companies protect and defend their
assets. At the end of the sessions,
there was an Interactive Session in
which several queries related to
Cyber Security were clarified by the
speakers. Sri Vinay Jain, Co-
Chairman of Information Technology,
E-Commerce & Start-ups
Committee concluded the event with
a Vote of Thanks

Sri Ravindra Modi, President, FTAPCCI  addressing the meeting
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3-day Training Program on

Export Marketing:

Procedure & Documentation

FTAPCCI with the support of
State Bank of India organized a
3-day Training Program on Export
Marketing: Procedure &
Documentation from November
24-26, 2016 at FTAPCCI,
Hyderabad. 40 Participants
attended the program.

Sri Ravindra Modi, President,
FTAPCCI said that FTAPCCI is
continuously working on
promotion of exports by
conducting series of export
awareness programs, apart from
interactive meetings with the
visiting Foreign Delegates. He
also briefed about the various
services extended by FTAPCCI
to the exporting community.

Sri Anil Agarwal, Chairman,
International Trade Committee,
FTAPCCI said that training
program is designed to provide an
effective introduction to freshers
and an insight into the latest trends
to practioners. The Foreign Trade
Policy is aimed at enhancing
exports and using trade expansion
as an effective instrument of
economic growth and employment
generation. FTAPCCI is making
concerted efforts to promote
industry especially exports by
organizing training programs and
interactive meetings with the
Foreign Embassies and Trade
Consulates. He advised the
participants to take advantage of
eminent faculty and get clarified
their doubts during the technical
sessions.

Sri P. Sampath Kumar, Trainer & Consultant said that exporting and
importing helps grow national economies and expands the global market.
Exports play an important role in accelerating the economic growth of
developing countries like India.  In view of the important role played by
exporters, several initiatives have been taken by Ministry of Commerce
and Industry, Government of India. These initiatives have contributed to
the impressive increase in our exports. Of the several factors influencing
export growth, credit is a very important factor which enables exporters in
efficiently executing their export orders.  The Government of India has
several policies, strategies and modes of implementation to encourage and
support SMEs for their growth, capacity building and international
competitiveness. India is one of the world’s fastest growing economies and
with this growth enormous exporting opportunities have emerged over the
past few years and advised the participants to explore to take advantage
the same.

The technical sessions were dealt by Sri P. Sampath Kumar, Trainer &
Consultant, Sri B. Mohan, Assistant Commissioner of Customs, Customs
Technical Section, Customs Commissionerate, Sri Y. Rambabu, Assistant
General Manager-FED, Reserve Bank of India, Hyderabad, Sri J. Sudhakar,
Senior Manager, ECGC Limited (Formerly Export Credit Guarantee Corpn.
of India Ltd.), Sri Ravi Kant Kumar, Deputy Manager (Business
Development) and Ms. Jayashree Rushiya, Development Officer of
National Small Industries Corporation Ltd., Sri P.M. Sharma, Former
Country Head – Treasury Dept., State Bank of Hyderabad, Sri K. Praveen
Kumar, Senior Manager-FOREX (Retd.), Syndicate Bank, Hyderabad,  Sri
Sridhar Vishwas, e-Governance Consultant., Hyderabad and Dr.E.
Muralidarshan, Former Faculty, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade.

Sri P. Sampath Kumar, Trainer & Consultant addressing the program
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Interactive Meeting with
Dr. Shai Moses, Consul for Trade & Economic Affairs,

Consulate General of Israel

FTAPCCI organized an Interactive meeting with
Dr. Shai Moses, Consul for Trade & Economic
Affairs, Consulate General of Israel on 1st
December, 2016 at Federation House,
Hyderabad.

Mr.Ravindra Modi, President, FTAPCCI said that
India has benefited from Israeli expertise and
technologies in horticulture mechanization,
protected cultivation, nursery management,
micro- irrigation and post-harvest management.
Israeli drip irrigation technologies and products
are now widely used in India. Some Israeli
companies and experts are providing expertise to
manage and improve dairy farming in India through their
expertise in high milk yield.  He requested Dr. Shai
Moses to impress upon the Israeli companies to set up
their R&D centres and corporate headquarters in
Hyderabad.  He also invited the Israel government and
companies to pro-actively associate with India’s
ambitious development projects, including Digital India,
Start Up India and Skill India. These partnerships can
help us reach new heights in our trade and commercial
partnership.

Mr. Ken Udai Sagar, President, Indo-Israel Chamber
of Commerce & Industry informed that since the
upgradation of relations in 1992, defence and agriculture
have been the main pillars of bilateral engagement. In
recent years, ties have expanded to areas such as
Science & Technology, Education and Homeland
Security.  Several Israeli companies have invested in
India in energy, renewable energy, telecom, real estate,
water technologies, and are also setting up R&D
centres or production units in India.  Israeli drip irrigation
technologies and products are now widely used in India.
Indo-Israel Chamber of Commerce & Industry is
playing a pivotal role in promoting strategic cooperation
between Israel and India especially with the States of
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.

Dr. Shai Moses, Consul for Trade & Economic Affairs,
Consulate General of Israel stated that relations
between the two countries have been increasing in
political, economic and defence sectors. The vibrant
people-to-people interactions, strategic dialogues
between the security forces and strategic
establishments, among other on-going exchanges

between the two countries, cooperation in science and
technology, agriculture, space cooperation among other
sectors is also vibrant.  Economy of Israel is a
technologically advanced market economy with rapidly-
developing hi-tech and service sectors. Software,
telecommunication and semiconductors development
are part of Israel’s vibrant and largest export sector.

He mentioned that innovation has catapulted Israel to
world leader in software, telecommunication, and
semiconductor development with globally competitive
R&D skills. The strengths of Israel in the areas of
research & development involving areas like life
sciences, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, software,
telecommunication, and semiconductor development are
great opportunities for the two countries to collaborate
and learn from each others expertise. India with vast
pool of R&D talent and skills can complement this
relationship.

Water management has emerged as a formidable
challenge for countries, across the world and there is
tremendous scope for India and Israel to chalk out a
blueprint for short term and long term cooperation.
Given Israel’s novel and efficient water technologies
for waste water management, recycling waste water
(75%), desalination, water security, and water
conservation, there is ongoing bilateral cooperation.  He
invited the entrepreneurs to visit Israel and explore
business opportunities. The Consulate General of Israel
in Bengaluru is dedicated to promote bilateral relations
between Israel and India in all areas based on the
shared values, interests and challenges.

Mr. Arun Luharuka, Vice President, FTAPCCI
proposed a vote of thanks.
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CONSUL GENERALS and their Representatives raise
status of partnership with Andhra Pradesh : The
roundtable on trade and investment opportunities in
Andhra Pradesh concluded on December 2, 2016 with
countries pledging their support and commitment to
work closely and explore mutual beneficial partnerships
with respective countries.
The Consul Generals and their representative of
Australia, Malaysia, Russia, Netherlands, Indonesia,
Thailand and Bulgaria participated in the round table
which was jointly organized by the Andhra Pradesh
Economic Development Board, Government of Andhra
Pradesh (APEDB) and the Federation of Telangana
and Andhra Pradesh Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (FTAPCCI).

The inaugural address was delivered by the Chief Guest
Shri N. Chinarajappa, Deputy Chief Minister, Home
Minister & Disaster Management Minister. He
remarked that “I am delighted to see many countries
showing keen interest in the growth story of Andhra
Pradesh. Our state stands testimony to stronger
partnerships across the world”

“Andhra Pradesh is a ‘strong and reliable friend’ for
everyone and we want to build strong, resilient and
sustainable partnerships with everybody by
collaborating in mutual areas of interest” the Deputy
Chief Minister added.

The welcome address by Sri Ravindra Modi reiterated
the increasing role of economic diplomacy and urged
trade consulates and high commissions of various
countries to mutually collaborate with Andhra Pradesh
in trade and development.

Shri J Krishna Kishore, Chief Executive Officer, Andhra
Pradesh Economic Development Board said “Andhra
Pradesh has a huge opportunity to scale bilateral trade
exponentially. The state under the leadership of Hon’ble
Chief Minister N Chandrababu Naidu has been forging
partnerships, building strong foundations and engaging
with various countries and our investment climate is
getting stronger and better”

“This roundtable also presents the Economic
Development Board as a catalyst for sustained
investments in Andhra Pradesh’s future” he added.

Ms. Sophie, Australian Consul General for South India
said that Australia has personally experienced the speed
at which Andhra Pradesh does business. Australia was

 ‘Trade and Investment Opportunities

In Andhra Pradesh Dec 2, 2016 at Vijayawada

keen to collaborate with Andhra Pradesh in the mining
sector and said that NSL Consolidated is setting up an
integrated steel plant in Andhra Pradesh. Australia is
also top class education institutions and seeks to
collaborate with Andhra Pradesh in research
collaborations and exchanges.

Ms. Sophie also said that Australia was keen to assist
the Hon’ble Chief Minister in areas such as urban
development, public infrastructure and safety. “As a
hub for oil, gas and mineral sectors, Western Australia
wishes to collaborate with the Government of Andhra
Pradesh in LNG and is in the process of exploring
Kurnool for mineral development”.  Ajay Justin
Odathekal, Chief Representative, NBSO Hyderabad
remarked that “Arcadis, a Netherlands company is
already working as a blue consultant with Amaravati.
Netherlands is also interested in collaborating in the
areas of sustainable development, waste energy, water
and sports. He specifically mulled interest in bicycling
as a health mode of living and suggested that we work
closely on establishing bicycling tracks in Andhra
Pradesh”.

Mr. Odathekal also mentioned that Wageningen
University and Research Centre of Netherlands that
focusses specifically on healthy food and living could
work with Andhra Pradesh. Miss Jittima Nakamano,
Consul (Commercial) Ministry of Commerce, Thailand
said that we see synergies as Thailand wants to look
west and Andhra Pradesh seeks to be an emerging
economic corridor to the east. Mr. Joseph John, Trade
and Investment Advisor, British High Commission
expressed that United Kingdom would like to
extensively engage with Andhra Pradesh towards
conceptualizing, strategizing and development of
Amaravati. Dr. Y. Kiran Kumar, Consul, Republic of
Bulgaria evinced interest in starting its consul office in
Amaravati and develop relations between both the
capitals.  Y.S Rajakumari, Advisor, Trade & Culture,
Honorary Consulate of Russian Federation in
Hyderabad said that the increasing ties between Andhra
Pradesh and Russia would not just benefit the state
but also India. She also spoke about  “Strengthening
ties between Andhra Pradesh and Russia would not
just benefit the state but also the country. The recent
MoU between Andhra Pradesh and United Shipbuilding
Corporation will pave way for shipbuilding capabilities
in Andhra Pradesh.
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Government of India
Ministry of Finance

Department of Revenue
Central Board of Direct Taxes

New Delhi,

                     1st
December, 2016.

PRESS RELEASE

Sub: Taxation Laws (Second Amendment) Bill, 2016- reg

In the wake of Taxation Laws (Second Amendment) Bill, 2016 which has been passed by Lok Sabha
and is under consideration with Rajya Sabha, some rumours have been making rounds that all gold
jewellery including ancestral jewellery shall be taxed @75% plus Cess with a further penalty liability of
10% of tax payable.

2. It is hereby clarified that the above Bill has not introduced any new provision regarding chargeability
of tax on jewellery. The Bill only seeks to enhance the applicable tax rate under section 115BBE of the
Income-tax Act, 1961 (the Act) from existing 30% to 60% plus surcharge of 25% and Cess thereon.
This section only provides rate of tax to be charged in case of unexplained investment in assets. The
chargeability of these assets as income is governed by the provisions of section 69, 69A & 69B which
are part of the Act since 1960s.

The Bill does not seek to amend the provisions of these sections. Tax rate under section 115BBE is
proposed to be increased only for unexplained income as there were reports that the tax evaders are
trying to include their undisclosed income in the return of income as business income or income from
other sources. The provisions of section 115BBE apply mainly in those cases where assets or cash etc.
are sought to be declared as ‘unexplained cash or asset’ or where it is hidden as unsubstantiated
business income, and the Assessing Officer detects it as such.

3. It is clarified that the jewellery/gold purchased out of disclosed income or out of exempted income
like agricultural income or out of reasonable household savings or legally inherited which has been
acquired out of explained sources is neither chargeable to tax under the existing provisions nor under
the proposed amended provisions. In this connection, a reference to instruction No.1916 is also invited
which provides that during the search operations, no seizure of gold jewellery and ornaments to the
extent of 500 grams per married lady, 250 grams per unmarried lady and 100 grams per male member
of the family shall be made. Further, legitimate holding of jewellery up to any
extent is fully protected.

4. In view of the above, the apprehension sought to be created that the jewellery with the household
which is acquired out of disclosed sources or exempted income shall become taxable under the proposed
amendment is totally unfounded and baseless.

(MeenakshiJ. Goswami)
Commissioner of Income Tax

(Media and Technical Policy)
Official Spokesperson, CBDT.






